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Rosenberg reinstated
after fired by Ginesi

1 attempt to maintain
•ughout the lecture »

,( H:D PLACEMENT

« in high school may
'"ally awarded. If you
uencke in the admis-

By JOSEPH GOLDEEN
ASUOP President Larry
ijesi fired Social Director

Lee Rosenberg last Friday for,
among
other reasons, his
"posture
of
malicious

N I KR will sponsor a
resident's Dining Hall,
ic violations and proceeira, supervising attortion.

resented to UOF from
int will be used by the
ilarship program, and
it awarded by Sears to

urrently under way at
ining lor a career now,
irogram could be quite
program director, as

Thursday morning at
ilva will be locusmgon
i pray'' at the next ser-

opposition . . . toward the
office of the president." How
ever on Tuesday , the senate
overrode Ginesi's decision and
reinstated Rosenberg.
The action came about
through allegations in the
Pacifican made by Rosenberg
about Ginesi's performance as
president, specifically that
Vice President Mark Rogo and
Rosenberg "have had to di
vide up those duties belonging
to Ginesi which they feel he has
neglected," and they have
"tried to make Lary's job as
easy as possible for him."
Ginesi issued a memo to
the senate stating three rea
sons for removing Rosenberg
from office.
—"Mr. Rosenberg and I
have not been able to work-to
gether for the betterment and
smooth operation of ASUOP
during the past eleven months.
—"At this late date it is
essential to have maximum
cooperation among the elected
and appointed
representa
tives of the Associated
Students.

—"The stab-in-the-back
remarks and posture of mali
cious opposition which have
been directed and maintained
toward the office of the presi
dent by M r. Rosenberg the past
year are detrimental to the

Monday, Tuesday

Elections next week for
ASUOP, CORA seats

Vice-presidential
candi
date Gary Janzen told the
Pacifican Tuesday that a
threat was made against his
campaign by Social Director
Lee Rosenberg, who was fired
last Friday but reinstated
Tuesday by the senate.
According
to
Janzen,
Rosenberg said that "serious
repercussions" would result in
his campaign if
he voted

future of ASUOP and must not
continue a moment longer if we
are to accomplish any con
structive goals."
Ginesi called for "an end to
this political game that has no
place in a responsible student
government," in referring to a
"plan afoot in the office to work
against me."
Rosenberg, in a similiar
memo to the senate, asked to
be reinstated, feeling that "the
reasons for my dismissal have
nothing to do with the job I have
done" as social director.
Callison Senators Pamela
Yant and Courtney Mitchell
moved qnd seconded, respec
tively, to reinstate Rosenberg
to his former position.
During senate discussion,
Ginesi remarked that the
social director is a member of
the executive board, and. as
such, Rosenberg "has failed in
his job due to his lack of
cooperation. He has been a
hindrance tome."
When
asked
about

see THREATS pg. eight

see SENATE pg. eight

Candidate's
campaign
threatened?
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Karen Akerson and Stuart
Green will be vying for the
ASUOP presidency when stu
dents head for- the polls Mon
day and Tuesday to vote in the
ASUOP-COPA elections.

Three candidates are run
ning for the vice-presidential
post of ASUOP and 10 students
are up for election to various
spots in COPA (College of the
Pacific Association).

KAREN AKERSON

STUART GREEN

Justice system
Mixed feelings expressed introduces JUJ

und conversationalist,
y of Communication,"
Center Theater. His reIs;: and'TheNatureof

the Gallo Winery posieen the United Farm
use contact Joshua C.
Modesto, Calif. Phone:

by Pacific HEP students

LEE ROSENBERG AT TUESDAY S MEETING
The senate backed him overwhelmingly

' to San
jxt Frir more

By BARBARA AZEVEDO

linson appointed
Washington post
KUOP statioh manager
"k Robinson is moving to
*igton, D.C., March I to
post of radio projects
®ager for the Corporation
Public
Broadcasting!,

"This new position will af
ford me the opportunity to inisee ROBINSON pg. eight

ai*
e

dedicated to upgradquality of public radio

^vision.

Pacifican editor
Applications will be available for the position of
Pacifican editor-in-chief for
1975-76, March 3-7 at the
ASUOP office in the Uni
versity Center. Dossiers
must also be submitted,
stating past journalistic ex
perience and ideas for the
student newspaper.
All applicants will be in
terviewed. Contact Mark
Bouret at 462-9336 or leave a
note in his mail box at the
ASUOP office if there are
any questions.

Vinson's specific duties
J* to head the Community
Grants
Program
I™ is responsible for the
filiation of $4 million to
Put>lie radio stations across
:jjuntry.
CPB is the organizafounded National
lc Radio (NPR) and the
c
Broadcast System.
4,

Students in the UOP High
School Equivalency Program
(HEP) are happy with their
academic life. But some don't
feel they lit in with UOP stu
dents.
HEP's student body is

CLYDE ROBINSON

ire of UOP dental clinic in the
lands of students, says Morrison
:J'11ation has hit every-

gram. So far 1,400 question
naires have been returned.

LT| feet rising dental costs

it would provide the services of

Re, '"eluding the ca re of the
0

L 18 Proposing the installaL I a de"tal clinic in the
h ,iStude"t Health Center.
L e future of the dental
h "epends on student inter-

jvc,ordins

t0
Health
^ director Dr. Alan Mortyj' 'be idea is now set to go,
ySent upon student resIt^ 'o the questionnaires
.°ut during orientation.'
Oe UOP School of Den(jj has asked for a total of
yQuestionnaires to deterstudent dertiand is
I en°ugh to justify the pro

IF THE plan is approved,

^senior students and two pro
fessors from the dental school.
K clinic would be located ,n
the bottem level of the Healtn
Center presently occupied Y
the computer center. The com
puter facility will ba ™oving 0
the buildings formerly occ
pied by the old bookstore and
End Zone.
Services provided by the
clinic
would include
climt wu
. dental sur_
f njngs

and

veys,
Total cost for the
extractions
would be a mandatory
service
less than the cost
$25 a year
office visit," I
of an average

Morrison
noted.
Students
carrying dental insurance may
be exempt from the manda
tory fee.
The service would oe
similiar to the highly ac
claimed San Francisco clinic,
operated by UOP dental stu
dents. The implementation ot
the program could provide re
lief from rising dental costs for
5 000 students.
The administration was at
first hesitant about the clinic,
lut now "they are in total .upport and place the clinic high in
priority, Morrison said.
If you are interested in this
program and have not already
forms
Health Center

young (17-24), mostly chicano and eager to learn. The
students come from all over
the state and their parents are
migrant farmworkers.
They slay an average of
three months and graduate if
they pass five General Educatinal Development Tests
(GEQ's) with at least a "C".
They study literature, math,
science, social studies and his
tory. They also learn about col
lege and careers they may fol
low upon graduating.
HEP STUDENTS earn a
high school diploma in this "al
ternative school" which is.
funded by the Department of
Labor. While here they must
live in dorms. For some stu
dents this has proven difficult.
Joe Lopstain, a 17-year-old
,UFW supporter from Stock
ton, feels the counselors and
teachers at HEP do a good job
and the program is helping him
to realize what his future holds.
"I'm glad I'm in HEP. it
gives me a chance to meet
people from all over, my
people, in the same kind of
struggle.
"I don't dig how UOP^tudenls don't gel along with HEP
students. We aren't treated as
equals," Lopstain said.
Barbara Meinz. HEP's
social studies instructor feels
there are HEP students who
get along very well with uni
versity students, but she
doesn't deny that problems ex
ist.
"Difficulties result from a
double standard wherein uni
versity students aren't pena
lized as much us HEP stu
dents for making trouble," she
said. "At times there's also a
barrier between HEP and uni
versity students in living
quarters.
"THIS IS HEP's sixth year
at UOP and this group of stu
dents is more motivated and
'interested about the world."

said Meinz.
These students are being
prepared for the world through
"World of Work" (WOW), a
career education
program
directed by Clark Trevor.
HEP's vocational counselor.
"WOW
motivates stu
dents to think about their
careers." Trevor said. "They
think about how they'll use
their GED's and skills to plan
for the future."
"This is WOW's second
year at HEP. It's made a dif
ference. Students are con
cerned about their future while
they're in HEP. They're more
prepared to face the employ
ment world."
UOP's HEP has hud 37
graduates this year. 18 of
which were placed in college or
a job. This year's goal is 75-80
•graduates and Trevor be
lieves 80 per cent of them will
be placed.
Joe
Lopstain
already
knows what he is going to do
after graduation. "I'm going to
work for the United Farm
Workers of America."

By DAN LAMBERTSON
The Joint University Judi
ciary (JUJ) is being activated
for the first time in a test of its
ability to bring order to a
troubled student justice sys
tem.
Founded as a body to
handle serious infractions of
the honor code which are
appealed front the ASUOP
Supreme Court, the JUJ is be
ing viewed by some as a poten
tial replacement for the
ASUOP Court in these mat
ters.
Advocates of this step be
lieve that the JUJ—drawing
membership from all seg
ments of the university—could
more effectively dispose of
serious cases which the all-stu
dent Supreme Court has diffi
culty handling. They feel this
would relieve some of the pres

sure now felt by students
charged with judging their
peers.
THE PRESENT ASUOP
Supreme Court was designed
to be the primary body of stu
dent justice at Pacific. It was to
be the final arbiter of minor
disputes from the primary
courts and it was also the bodylor
recom
responsible
mending such major penalties
as expulsion or suspension for
cheating.
The ASUOP Supreme
Court consists of all students.
Student body vice president
Mark Rogo feels that this is
right, that "students should be
judged by their own peers."
But in recent years, stu
dents on the court have been
reluctant to recommend serisee JUJ pg. eight

see HEP pg. eight

RUNNING UNOPPOSED
for the cuanmanship of COPA
is sophomore Bernadine
Marvel. She has
held the
position of board of finance
director and has served as cochairman of COPA.
The following are running
for assembly seats in COPA:
Physical science seats,
Scott A. Walker, Christine
Ponzier and Paul T. Handa;
freshman
I&I,
Jerry
Pickering; social sciences,
Don H. Campier and Erin
Anderson; humanities. Ste
wart Cooper; at-large, Charlie
Bates and Chad Stout.
Candidates
for
the
ASUOP/COPA senate seat are
Allene Zanger and Chuck Orrison. Two positions in each of
the areas will be filled.
Polling places will be pro
vided at the School of Phar
macy, Conservatory of Music.
University Center. WPC and
the Quads. Only UOP students
will be allowed to vote in the
election.
The Pacifican asked the
candidates for the statements
which follow here.
KAREN AKERSON
Candidate for president

"I want to go to college and
become a private detective,"
said an 18-year-old girl from
Lodi. "HEP is a fine program
and I'm happy for the chance to
,get my diploma."
"I'm learning a lot from
WOW. I get information about
colleges and what 1 can do after
graduation. I'll graduate in
April and, although I like the
university, I'll be glad."
Margie Medrano, 19, front
Madera is also happy about
graduating today. She plans to
"rest for about two months or
gel a job and go to night school
before going on to nursing.
Margie Medrano. 19. from
Madera is also happy about
graduating today. She plans to
"rest for about two months or
get a job and go to night school
before going on to nursing.
"HEP is all right," she

Akerson served as ASUOP
academic affairs director this
year and is currently a COP ju
nior. She has worked on the
KUOP-FM radio staff, been a
member of the debate team
and has served as an ASUOP
senator this term.
Green, a second-year Ray
mond College student, has
been an ASUOP senator this
term.
Gary Jantzen, Richard
Morita and John Saltnes are
the vice-presidental choices.
Jantzen, a constituent COP
senator this term, is a fresh
man.
Saltnes, a second year
Raymond student, has served
as ASUOP Discount Record
Store Manager, a director on
the University Center board
and has worked on the KUOP
staff. Morita, a UC Berkeley
graduate, is currently in his
first year of the doctor of phar
macy program at the UOP
School of Pharmacy. He is pre
sently the head of the Asian
Alliance group on campus.

Canine crackdown
Man's best friend is quickly becoming somewhat of a problem
on the UOP campus these days. The administration has stal
ed that strict actions will be taken towards dogs running loose
on campus. See story on page seven.

Without students there is
no university!
We can
influence the course of our edu
cation. both academically and
socially.
Programs are people! The
social program is what we
make it. It can be big next year
while still meeting the needs of
different groups on campus.
Intercultural events are
needed that bring all mem
bers
ot the campus com
munity together. Events
should be regularly program
med, with adequate space
available. We need lo balance
our academic work with a good
social program.
The University Center
combines both academic and
social, activities. Where is the
student lounge? Or just any
lounge? Do we want the Red
wood Room? What can be done
with the Arts and Crafts space?
It's our building. It will only
become a University Center
through our efforts.
Student voice is needed in
all areas of this university. As
see ELECTIONS pg. eight
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Question Man

How about the dental clinic

What is your opinion of the
proposed Dental Clinic?

Sara
N°ss-S
0nll
Callison. I don't j \
many people regU|ai> ^
dentist, so I don't i^
manv people would .JN
use it though. I,
good idea.

Linda Lee Bumblebee-JuMike
Fleming-Senior,
Callison. I think they should
have started it long ago. 1
haven't been to a dentist in five
years. It cost too much to ga
there.

Ann Vanderberg-COP,
Freshman. It's a good idea, es
pecially for emergency cases.
The availability of dentists on
campus is great if someone has
a sudden gum infection or
toothache.

noir, Callison.
I think they
should definitely have dental
services. but the way puces
are going up. I'm not sure I'd
go for the extra bucks.

•TON'
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Kent Murtland-COP, Soph
omore. I have my own dentist,
so I don't think I would use the
facilities here. I'm not w illing
to pay the $25 fee. I don't think
it w ill go over very well.

Mike Velarde-COP , Ju
nior. I think it's great. Now 1
won't have to go home for den
tal care . The $25.00 fee is veryreasonable. 1 wish we h would
have hud it sooner.

Students organizing worker's union
board. "No one wants that to
happen, least of all the union."
said Hall. "It would be like put
ting it in one pocket and taking
it out of the other."
Fairbrook said that in or
der to stay in the budget, he
cannot give the workers a
raise. He feels it would make
nore sense to start paying $1.90
in September instead of raising
the wages now and finding out
at the end of the year that the
money isn't there.
TORRES SAID "There's a
discrepancy with this univer
sity. They ought to be able to
recognize
their funds to
include more of the student's
needs and interests. There
hasn't been one committee yet
that has seriously looked at the
student's needs. I had lunch
with
McCaffrey
(UOP
President) at a senate lunch
eon, and I asked him about this,
but, as usual, he avoided
answering directly."
The forming of the union
goes beyond higher wages. The
university has rules and reg
ulations for employment that
The biggest criticism is students are not told about.
that if a union waS formed, the
Hall and Torres said that
university woujd have to raise many students don't know
the tuition and/or room and what their wages or hours are,
or that they have to sign up to
I work each semester. It's just
I because they were never told,
they explained.
"The union would teach
people to take the re
sponsibility of your own life in
to your own hands," said Hall.
"You're not jacked around by
some manager. The respon
sibility is yours."
Fairbrook
said,
"I
have a feeling that on a cam
pus, students forming a union
is self-defeating. I would much

paid the minimum wage. If it
wasn't like this, they would
hire more dependable people
who have regular hours."
According to Torres and
Hall the university applied for
a special measure and went
through a lot of red tape so that
the minimum wage would be
$1.70. At most universities around the country, the wage is
more than $2 an hour.
Fairbrook said that a sub
Arnie Torres, the as
committee of food supervisors
sistant manager at the Rath
recently met to settle fair sa
skeller, and Jeff Hall, a cook at
laries for each job. They dis
the restaurant, have been cir
cussed the jobs apd decided
culating a petition to every li
which ones should get paid
brary, cafeteria, ASUOP and
more than $1.70.
University Center employee.
"Take pot washers, for ex
So far, everyone, with the ex
ample. A terrible, scummy
ception of one, has signed it sta
job, and they deserve higher
ting that they would like to be
wages. Or cashiers , who have
represented by a union.
to take a lot of hassling from
"The idea that students
people without meal tickets.
earn more than $1.70 an hour is
They should get $2," said Faira must,'' said Torres. "To
brook.
earn more than that wage is not
Hall said that there is no
just a question of philisophical
differences, it's a need that in student representation in the
sub-committee of food super
dividuals must have."
visors.

Automatons are coming alive at UOP with the action of
forming a student worker's union.
The movement has not yet
been accepted by the ad
ministration, but many stu
dents, who have expressed
discouragement over the treat
ment they have been receiving
as workers, are planning to do
something about it.

PAUL FAIRBROOK, di
rector oi auxiliary services,
said, "We have a regular
student salary. We've always

r LET'S

committee formed so that if
anyone had any grievances
about their job, they could go to
the committee. The chances ot
sentatives." said ASUOP Pres
There are still many stud committee positions, yet mansuccess are better."
ident Larry Ginesi. "we con
v
remain
open.
Hall and Torres feel that ent vacancies on university
tinually requested the constit
In
an
effort
to
be
more
committees, with only 75 per
there's a credibility gap with
uent schools of the university to
democratic
in
choosing
repre
cent
of
the
50
seats
filled.
the ASUOP. A union would be
seek out their own students
sentatives
much more impressionable to
who are eager to be a part ol
Bulletins have been post
•In an effort to be more
the administration, they said.
the committee experience. II
ed around campus advertising democratic in choosing repre
"The students have to
build up a good job con
sciousness to do a good job
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiBiaiiBiaiaia|||||||||||||||lllllllllllll>lllia
with this union," said Torres.
"If we can pull this by our
selves, that's what we want.
We aren't affiliated with the
Teamsters or AFL-CIO."
Hall and Torres said that
their concerns go beyond the union. It goes to student voice
and letting us decide what we
want. A union is a beginning to""
student power and student
interest, they said.

I
I

Recruiting
visits

• MARCH 3
.AEtna Life & Casualty - B.S..
iB.'A:-, M.'B.A. - Any major (nonJtechnical)
Managemdnt
.Development Trainee posiItions. Exposure is to Agency
[management, studying the
.marketing
procedures
of
•various financial products, rejcruiting, training and develop.ment of new personnel. LocaItion: local and nation-iwide.
I March 4
.United California Bank - B.A..
IB.S. - No specific major; Busi
ness Administration and EcoThese UOP students proudly display trophies
nomics majors - Personal
Banking Training Program
they were awarded at the ACU-I Regional
|leading to positions ol re- . Games Tournament held at UC Davis earlier
sponsibility in Operations and I this month. Pacific fielded teams in table tenConsumer Lending in one of its nis, chess, billiards and bridge. Students who
1254 branch offices located
are interested in organizing next year's tourney
rather see an ASUOP student •throughout California.
are urged to contact the University Center

UOP gomes tourney winners

I

I

The College Plan9

What we've got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for col
lege students. We call it the
College Plan, and here's what
makes it so special:

The College Plan
Checking Account.

First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don't
have to close it in June, reopen it in
x
the fall.
are included at a very low -cost. Scenic
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard? Next, if you're a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher, yob can .also get
BankAmeric^rd. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Con
servative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
'
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you

ingt-r -s

*%

Kisst»«l,r

pr

h,,,,w

fv.lv disnvow«'<t

pub'11

avoid bounced checks, by covering
your checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan® and Federally In
sured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
pavings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holi
days and vacations.

director s office, 946-2437. Pictured in front row,
left to right: Bill Wong, Henry Chan. Canice
Chan, Larry Weisenburger, Joe Goins. Hack
row: Art McCartney, Daniel Redmond, Stephen
Wong, Douglas Richardson, Steve Roesch. Not
pictured: Steve Berger and Robert Chan.

SPELLright

In

• v V e

blt'n,Llnlwhat i'H' ^'l
.In
however
ssot late
State told

students are not willcome forw ard to their w,
lege, how can ASl'Ol's,
pluck people at random'
ACADEMIC AFFjjl
Director Karen Akersonia,
marily responsible for k
the open committee seat
have had an open-door pj
all year," she comma;
Anyone interested in sens;
committees is welcome it;
ply at the ASUOP office

"The School oi tiign,
ing has done their fen,
their scats." she cited.,%
led that the cluster «!,
and School of Education,
"lacked the ability tociw,
teresl and muster supimi
There are three mailt
mittees on campus viiilit
possible student seats HUM
The Health Center Corns
is basically ,111 advisory«
The Student Affairs fit
tee can voice opinion it
faculty.
Academic Affairs,
third main eommitltci'.ia
posed ol students, dealt'
provosts, and a lew M
me m bers. These 27scab!
resent
quite a H
block"—alniol IndlolilM
mittee votes—"if all lit*
ents were to attend." lb'
explained.
CONTRARY TO (it
belief, students dohanf
in this university. Fad}
administration
c"1*
members do listen mid*
sponsive to student opi#
"Petitions and signal®
very persuasive. ' she.»
Recently the Aim
Affairs Committee n#'
delay reinstatement oh'*
grade and acceptance®
tougher honor requn*
for graduation until
;y[tW
ters had been resei
students.
.
What type ul E1'*,
needed to fill these
sometimes powerful.'111
ing. committee seal'
takes a sell-motivate'I*
•
w ho is genuinely c'111"1^
the student cause,
said.
"Basically trt^
student who is
expresses a desire
,
leer his or her tit'1'' u
student opinion. •
i
contributed their IJ|•
i COMMITTED"

FOR TYPEWRITERS THAT DON'T

" available for standard, electric and portable ,

SELF-CORRECTING
e c eanest way to correct

an error

Student Represent
atives. Finally, the Col

lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent gradu
ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what's included, why
not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It'll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.

BANKOF AMERICA

m

PRIME PRODUCTS
P-O- BOX 9079

STOCKTON

Only $3.95 plus 24* sales tax

Name
Address

CA.

95207

City
State

u

v" u

University committees suffer from lack oi
student support,- many positions open

GET
VERY
PACIFICAN ClASSIFIEhS
946-2114
PERSONAL
We've got a plan
to make your banking easier.

Personalized College Plan Checks

Mark Henderson-Junior,
Callison. I think that s an ex
cellent idea for sure. It s a bo
ther to have to go in to town
think it would be convenient.

Maria
Bertllucci-COP,
Freshman. I think it's good.
The fee is reasonable, because
people go to the dentist a lot.
I've got really bad teeth.

Tlit'>

—

Positi
dents
folow
plies

thin;
mak

oth«

Certni
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Secret scheming; a cover-up and letters
By JACK

*ople rfuoi. know
,°W N
so 1

WASHINGTON
Adon't'Ty koloH
kn°^ -a
rld1 is, ...
in an uprourover
— r•
• u\|;
hWO
would *•>«»•
•or'*
tj'j. fiiD
'
•
remark about hyAmerican military
ft#**
- against the oil
mention

'^DERSON

recemsecretdisc

Ussi0n.

M

be solved without war. And in
the secret policy councils, he
has vigorously opposed the iaea of military intervention.
Meanwhile, Kissinger has
been scheming secretly with
the Shah of Iran to find a so
lution to the Middle East mess.
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are telling Arab leaders
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The two men have de
veloped a warm personal
relationship Kissinger has
Persuaded the Shah that
another Middle East war
would increase Arab dependency upon- the Soviets and
therefore, strengthen Soviet
influence in the Middle East.
This would be a threat. Kissenger warned, to Iran's position.
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The Shah has
secretly
agreed, therefore, to supply
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Israel with the oil she would
lose by giving up the captured
Egyptian oil fields. The Shah is
also willing to join the United
States in guaranteeing Israel's
survival. This is significant,
because Iran is emerging as a
military power in the Middle
East.
Egypt's President Sadat
has told both Kissinger and the
Shah, meanwhile that Israel
must give up more than the oil
fields. There must be a with
drawal from the Golan Heights
and from the West Bank on the
Jordanian front. Sadat ex
plained that he could never ex
cept a deal that didn't also in
clude his Arab brothers.

OPINION

DEA Dope: The Drug En
forcement Administration, the
nations top anti-narcotics Unit, has been virtually
paralyzed by
an internal
power struggle.
Congress created the DEA
in July, 1973, in an effort to
eliminate the inter-agency ri
valries that used to plague the
war on narcotics. Our own twomonth investigation of DEA,
however, reveals that the old
animosities are still alive. Only
now they are under one roof.
Office politics at DEA have
gotten so rough, in fact, that
the FBI has been called in to in
vestigate charges that the agency has been covering up in-

Kissinger is now bringing
pressure on the Israelis to
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house security probes. And on
Capitol Hill, Sen, Henry Jack
son, D.Wash., has begun a fullscale investigation of DEA.
Some
influential
law
makers have told us privately
that they hope to abolish the
anti-narcotics agency. These
legislators see the DEA as an
expensive operation that has
yielded only marginal results.
Iron Orders: When it
comes to wage-price controls,
some businessmen get a little
carried away . Take, for in
stance, the case of Robert E.
Lauterbach, the president of
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel.
In a recent memo to all
management
personnel.
Lauterbach inveighs against

the evils of controls, and is
sues these marching orders:
"I'd direct you to personally
write to your congressman and
U.S. Senator, on personal, not
corporate
stationary...be
forceful and cite wherever
possible examples that apply
to your Congressman and U.S.
Senator's
constituency.
Finally, forward to me a copy
of your letter, as well as any re
sponse you receive. I'm
looking forward to receiving
them."
Lauterbach attached a
four-page fact sheet that loyal
employees could refer to. To
work at Wheeling-Pittsburgh,
you apparently have to share
the president's ideological
views.

The opinions expressed in the "Letters to the Editor" do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican staff.
We reserve the right to edit any letters. All letters must Intyped and include names and addresses of author — names
may be withheld upon request. Be as brief as possible as space
is limited. Letters must be in by Monday afternoon lo the
Pacifican office.
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We need a positive approach in this
whole situation so that one group of stu
dents learns to understand and help the
other group of students,and vice-versa. This
would give everyobe the opportunity of
doing some social work in our own back
yard as a testing place for real work later on
in the larger society.
Two solutions appear to be possible.
One route is segregation of all HEP students
to one dorm; but how would they learn of
other cultural values or how would we learn
of theirs? The other, more favorable route is
integration which provides the oppor
tunities fo'r interaction and learning.
The H'EP students are persons with their
individual backgrounds, opinions, feelings
and personalities. So, anonymous writer,
maybe if you took time to get acquainted
with, a HEP student in a positive way, you
fnight be surprised to learn that he s hu
man, too.
Fearlessly submitted,
Dr. Armand Maffia, ECC professor
Teresa Sewell, senator- ECC
Marcy Fredsall, student-ECC
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Mark Bouret
ASUOP Senator

Dear Editor:
The point is this. The point
is that a problem in ASUOP Says, 'clean
does exist. To objectively look
-at this problem, we must rise
up attitude'
above the back-biting and fin
ger-pointing politics ex
pressed in the last issue. The
Dear Editor:
question is not that someone
This letter is in response to
has or has not been doing their the person w ho had some com
job, but rather why does this plaints' about the HEP stu
situation exist? It certainly dents. All 1 can say is that 1
does not exist because of some really feel sorry lor racist
one's imaginary bureaucracy people like you. because you
or someone's malfeasance. It give the impression ol needing
is not one person. It exists be to be taught to act as an adult
cause of you. If the students of yourself. It's too bad that you
this campus would take an can't learn to live around
interest in their governance people different Irom your
structure, ASUOP, then effec self. 1 don't know what dorm
tive representation would take you live in. but in mine the HEP
place. You are the power, you students are the ones who
are the voice and you must make the least noise, and il you
make yourself visible; and really try. I'm sure you'll
then, and only then, will the notice that they aren't the only
breath of
leadership blow ones who have radios, and they
through
ASUOP
again. don't all smoke pot.
Secondly, there are attempts
As lor their eompony. il
being made to exchange a new
isn't any ol your damned
myth, or structure for the cur business who goes to visit
rent one. This would not be any
them. 1 don't know w here you
more effective, and we would grew up. but il you've never
probably
be doing less on heard people use obsccntilics
Saturday nights. ASUOP's gro before, you must have led an
cery store, its record store, its unusually isolated life. And. in
loan store, its senate, its direc case you haven't noticed, the
tor's are generally very effec dorms are pretty bad already,
tive. This year we have re so you can't blame thai on the
ceived more compliments than HEP students.
ever. Please, get involved,
You want them in their
don't let one man's rationali
own dorm, and believe me.
zation, weakness andnon-perthey w ould prefer it also! They
are constantly being accused
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chances are that the individuals will be nqore

Singling out a group of people
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more courteous. But if problems exist of the
magnitude mentioned in the letter, it is a
definite must that the party bging dis
turbed approach the persons involved
directly. If after this sincere attempt to clear
up the situation problems still exist, then
resident assistants or head residents should
be notified.
If you make an honest, courteous apnmach to the alleged problem-makers,

bllems.

Wand pol smoking
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formance affect your ability to
make ASUOP work.
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w
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is not
not easy
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. ,
disturbing you and ask them

apt to cooperate and be courteous in re
turn But cheap, singled out attacks onyreu t in continued ill feelings and certainly
w | further irritate a highly sensitive situa-

tion.
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ol anything that happens in the
dorms and hate living around
narrow-minded people like you
as much us you hate them. So
why don't you clean up your
trashy attitude and grow up!
Martha Rodriguez
Jessie Ballantyne

Dan Walters

Forgot about
the meeting
Dear Editor:
We would like to take this
opportunity to publicly ex
press our gratitude to Profes
sor Martin Gipson for sponsor
ing our Independent Study
entitled:
"How to Improve
Your Memory." At the same
time we hope the weight of
public opinion w ill sway him to
excuse our absence last Tues
day. We forgot about the meet
ing.

'You have
my sympathy'
Dear Editor:
I w ould like to address this
letter to that person who had
some complaints about the
HEP students.
I find your stereotyping
character reflects your imma
turity. W hy don't you take off
that blindfold ol bigotry and
them perhaps you'll notice
other people besides HEP stu
dents listen to music in a slight
ly higher volume, that other
people smoke pot. that other
people have noisy friends. 1
would hate to destroy your
illusions that you're the ulti
mate in perfection, but in view
of the fact that your letter has
shown such a childish attitude
typical ol a five year old's tan
trum. I am forced lo do so. If
you're so concerned- about
them why don't you help in
stead of criticizing them. This
might aid you in realizing that
there do exist other types oi
people besides yoursell and
your companions who also
most assuredly think they arc
impeccable beings.t
All I
have to say is that you have my
deepest sympathy.
Irma Kivas
Jessie Ballantyne "217
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WHAT'S
the. doctor
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UP
DOC???

Why can't we get results of our lab tests on the phone? All
we get is the runaround.
Confidentiality is the main reason. Unless we are
absolutely sure of the caller's identity, no information is re
leased on the phone. Suppose you were pregnant or had vener
eal disease. I'm sure you would not want this public know
ledge. Also, many times lab results need to be explained.
In the same vein it is impossible to treat someone through
a third party. No matter how worried you are about your
roommate's bowels, we have to examine their anatomy and
not yours.
Spring has just sprungand with it comes "Ole Dirty Foot."
Feet are dirty, carry germs, are filthy and should be shod in
public places. If you insist on going barefoot in the Health Cen
ter we can arrange to have a washing fountain at the front door
complete with soap and scrubbing brushes. Personally. 1 think
it is easier to wear your damned shoes.
A.F. Morrison
Cowell Student Health Center
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Band Frolic opens tonight
Band Frolic opens to
night with all of the glamour
and competitive spirit of Oscar
night in Hollywood.
All of the fraternities,
sororities and dorm groups are
sworn to secrecy as to what the
program is, which adds to the
excitement.
We can expect the highest
quality in performing excel

lence, alter all, there are more
than 45 years of tradition be
hind Band Frolic.
The annual event which
originated back in 1928, was
started by Band Director Ro
bert Gordon in an effort to raise
money for such necessities as
uniforms and instruments.
Band Frolic was origi
nally compiled of individual

. . . . a n d the gals
This unidentified scene from BandFrolic 1940 shows the soror
ity girls competing for the trophy.

Deliverance at Y
By LUIS REYES

Calaveras Calendar

An excitingly tense and
absorbing
drama.
"Deli
verance" follows four busi
nessmen on a weekend canoe
trip down a w ild river about to
be destroyed by a huge dam
project.

Friday, February 28
8 p.m. Bund Frolic!—Conservatory.
8 p.m. Dave Mason—Winlerland (S.F.I.
6:30 and 9 p.m. "Deliverance "—University Center Theatre.
8 p.m. "Stonehenge" at Delta College Planetarium.
Saturday. March 1
1:30. 4. 6:30 and tl p.m. "Deliverance"—University Center Theatre.
8 p.m. Band Frolic—Conservatory
8 p.m. "Stonehenge" at Delta College lManelarium.
t

•

Sunday, March 2
1:30,4. 6:30 and 9 p.m

8 p.m. kingfish (with Bob Weir and Dave Torbert). Alice Stewart
Band—Winlerland.

Monday, March 3
6:30 p.m. "Yehuda"—KUOl' (91.3).
8 p.m. "Stonehenge" at Delta College Planetarium.

BURT REYNOLDS
Only one man is a rugged
outdoorsman: the rest are con
tented suburbanites, paddling
along with awkward inex
perience.

Wednesday. March 3
6:30 and 9 p.m. "The Fox"—University Center Theatre.
8 p.m. "Stonehenge" at Delta College Planetarium.
8: 13 p.m. Martha Sparks, piano. Senior recital.

The finis starts oft slow, in
tensely quiet and beautiful.

Thursday, March (i
6:30 and 9 p.m. "The Fox "—University Center Theatre.

The sequence with the
famous song "Dueling Banjos"
which lakes place between one
of the men and a retarded boy
is very moving.

7:30 p.m. Gay People's Union Meeting—call 466-1496 lor location.
8 p.m. "Stonehenge" at Delta College Planetarium.
8:13 p.m. Kathy Brcganlc. clarinet, sophomore recital
Katen Schaellcr. piano. Senior recital.
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The guys from the Frats gooi off during tht
12th annual Frolic. Things haven't changed

This restoration comedy
breaks some of the traditions
typical to the restoration
period. It is devoid of the influ
ence
of
the
commedia
dell'arte. as the humor is less
slapstick in nature and more to
be iound in the situations and
characters presented.
The plot is simple and easy
to follow, according to direc
tor Kenneth Fleishour. ft is
basically a "love story.
Celemine, a 20-year-old
widow, is trying to catch a
wealthy man. A number ol men
pursue her and
thereafter
many cat-and-mouse games
occur.
Fleishour plans to make
more extensive use ol the two

Band Frolic 1973
The 45th annual Band Frolic featured extravagant chorus
numbers. The same is expected for tonight's bash.

What do you do?
the Pacifiean would love to
know about it.
Send us a note telling us
your odd-ball way of getting
entertained.
Address it "Odd Ball" in
care of ASL'OP.

What do you and your
friends do for fun?

The film stars Sandy Den
nis, Anne Heywood and Keir
Dullea. "The Fox" embraces

most of the central ideas that
made D. H. Lawrence an ex
traordinary force among mo
dern authors: the mystical,
bold, Lawrentian ideas of
blood, soul, nature and mascu
line-feminine essence.

Photo show on campus
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design at Bud Behney Jewelers.
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N. PERSHING

Pershing Plaza Center
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"Three Poets"—an even
ing of poetry readings with
authors Kathleen Frazer, Su
san Griffen and Barbara
Friek, will be presented in the
Upper Gallery of the Univer
sity Center Wednesday at 7:30
p.m.
The reading is co-spon
sored by the UOP Women's
Union and ASUOP.
Fraser, Director of the
Poetry Center at San Fran
cisco State University, is
author of four poetry volumes,
including "What I Want" and
"Little Notes to You From
Lucas Street." Her poems
have been anthologized and
published nationally in publi
cations including "The New
Yorker", "Rising Tides" and
"No More Masks".
Griffen,
whose
poem.
"Love,Should Grow", appears
in the February issue of "Ms"
magazine, teaches writing at

Something New
b

20%

servants. Basque and Dit
than the script originally^
led for.
They will be "servan,
the audience as well ass
vants in the play." in thatii
w ill be moving scenery f
ing the curtain, etc.
ACTORS PLAYING
principle roles include Rti,
Scott (Alceste), Phil Hubfe
(Philinte).
Roberta P«|
(Celemine), Liz Jacobs itj
noe) and Michael Nichols
(Oronte, the poet). Janisi
vens and Carson Miles f,
Basque and Dubois, ri-y
tively. Cast as the twoiops;
Dan Stanley and DougW
"The Misanthrope" t
open March 7. and will!
play March 8. 14. 15,21am:
All ASL'OP members villi
admitted free on AS
nights. March 7 and 8.Cm
time will be 8 p.m.

Poets at

UOP alumnus Norman Hours will be 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lunquist is presenting a photo Monday through Friday, 10
graphy show at his alnta mater a.m.-4 p.m. Saturdays and 12
through March 21.
noon-4
p.m.
Sundays.
The show, sponsored In
Included in the show will
the UOP art department, will be approximately 30 black and
he in the Burns Tower Lobby. w hile photographs.

the organic food of the middle east
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much in 35 years.

Currently under produc
tion at the UOP drama depart
ment is "The Misanthrope .a
play by Moliere.

D.H. Lawrences'
"The
Fox" will be screened this
Tuesday through Thursday at
Anderson Y Cinema.

WE DARE YOU

in

meet

open March 7

'The Fox' in Center

Giovanni", Feb. 28, March 1 and 2, at the Hidden Valley Music Seminars, in Carmel Valley,

FreSh

- 'Misanthrope' to

"Deliverance" is expertly
and forcefully directed by John
Boorman from a screenplay by
poet-turned-novelist
James
Dickey. Boorman's directing
in the transition of moods is so
well done that one leaves the
film well aware of what has oceured if not entirely sure.

Conservafory students at seminar

ind one 1<,S"

Band Frolic 1940

Whether it's vying foryour
dorm s "thumb wrestling"
championship, "toe-sucking"
or football in the mud, we at

UOP students John Giger and Reg Huston, who
were featured in the Conservatory production
of "Figaro", can also be seen in "Don

rd

i«**» > )ie|

Soon after, the film takes
an abrupt turn and the peace
ful trip turns into a nightmare
of murder, rape and death in
the hazardous, white water
rapids.

Jon Voight and Burt Rey
nolds star and both give
commanding performances.
The film is also noteworthy in
that il was the first major role
in Reynolds' career just alter
his
"Cosmopolitan" spread
and superstardorii.
In this film Reynolds
shows that he has serious
acting potential outside of the
usual roles he plays.
If you are interested in a
weekend canoe trip with Jon
Voight and Burt Reynolds, go
this w eekend to the Anderson Y
cinema and have a good trip.
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Critics have, hailed "Deli
verance" as one ol the most
important films ever made and
has been popular with audi
ences. if not disturbing, every
where it has been shown.

Deliverance"—University Center Theatre.

Tuesday, March 4
6:30 and 9 p.m. "The Fox " University Center Theatre.
8 p.m. "Stonehenge" at Delta College Planetarium.
8: 13 p.m. Carol Van Bronkhorsl. Ilule. (Resident Artist Service).

acts, but was eventually ex
panded so that more students
could participate.
The awards will be given in
three categories of competi
tion: men's living groups,
women's living groups and
mixed living groups.
The panel of judges, who
are selected from the campus
and community, will base their
decisions on: music, script,
and most important, staging.
The major difference be
tween Band Frolic in 1928 and
Band Frolic 1975 is the admis
sion price which has risen from
25 cents to $2.50.
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SUSAN GRIFFEN
San Francisco State I*
sity and The UniverA
California. She has put'*
three volumes of poeW
eluding "Dear Sky and
Letter" and a collect^
short stories.
Her play in P#
"Voices" has been
staged in California
sented recently on KQEDand is optioned for a J
way production next fallFrick started writ#
1969 while living in
bridge, Mass. As a gr
student at the Univera?
Iowa Writers Workshop
studied with poets Mao1
and Richard Hugo. AnW
and poetrv teacher at
mento City College- W
1
taught at University,• ol
o1 H '
Wort®
and Iowa Writers
Her poems have app*"*
several poetry rtiaga®^
eluding "Jeopardy
and "Big Moon
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swimmers

toward PCAA's

B* JIM STAVOSKY

team

1

fht- l'ol> swimmers, look
ed to PCAA chumpionck'ITutedthe NC AA Divi• •champions. Chico Stale.
.ia!it Saturday.
*The Tigers swam well, im.
0nng their overall record to
ins and five losses despite
* [act that they gave up 16
'jnl5toChico by having no enLin the diving competition,
in league competition, the
have a record of two
Tigers
beating San Diego and
.inssno, and one loss to Long
cl,, in a meet that went
Into the lust relay.

thm

AA chamP'°n

is the

m°st

points at thmUlates the
M<i of the
PCAA ToUrn
rnament.
March 6-8.
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COACH
Cordon
Collet
feels that
the
teartl is verv
weak ; .u
sPr'nts,
reallv
h
• "We
d"y do not have
any good
sprinters, and
showed atc"h"ico°Ur,nWeakness
Collect. The Tio c0mmented
feated in the 5n fn, Were de"
ynd 200yard freestvlp ',
Ireestylo re'ay"'the40°-yard
recruit'i'no " h°Peful that good
ecruiting next year will bring
ln
some strong
sprinters.
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nee as well as
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'
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loving scenery, u,,il
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Like a fish to water
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es include Robe,
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eeste). Phil Hubbard
ing Pt AA championships.
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ie) Liz Jacobs (Arsi
I Michael Nicholson
the poet). Janis SteI Carson Miles piay
and Dubois, respecist as the two fops are
iley and Doug Yost.
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"eh 8. 14. 15. 21 arid22.'
)P members will be
I I i ce on ASUOP
GREG BAVA, Sports Editor
larch 7 and 8. Curtain
, be 8 p.m.
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TIGER TALES
Spring is here!

By GRKG BAVA

Hall-nude bodies bask in the sunshine ol a premature
Around the campus sun-freaks, skateboards, and Irisappear simultaneously as if released at once from a place
mlinement for the last four months. Yes. spring weather
made an early appearance in the Central Valley and it has
pit' with the beginning of POP's spring sports schedule lor
|

M
These past two weeks have seen all four UOP varsity
fA/ii*ring teams I baseball, tennis, goll and swimming) inaction.
-'•Also. lor the first time lacrosse w ill be played at Pacific. A
•iAN GKIFFEN
WP "I individuals have gotten together to form a lacrosse
,
which will compete with some line teams Irom Norinctsco State Univerfcrn California.
1 The University of
Here is a brief glimpse of the teams and players to watch
ia. She has published
lis spring:
in)luntes of poetry
SWIMMING, although considered a spring sport, has been
"Dear Sky" and •The
iderwuy since the lirst week of January and is currently
a
collection
and
'"ding down to the climax ol the season with the upcoming
iries.
•'AA and NCAA championships meets. Even though
play
in poetry
'*i(ic s dual meet record stands at 6-5. it does not retlect the
' has been widely
"tttulibcr of the team Three of the four losses have come at
in California, Pre'
,-m,-n-TVri,,^ol CSC. PC LA andStantord. the first, third and fifth
eient \ 1,11
groadP^nads in the nation, respectively.

ducdiim next fall.
BASEBALL at4. OP is undergoing a rebuilding period,
i o u teri writing
graduation took seven starting players from last year s
,||«. living in CamHowever coach Tom Stubbs believes he has more than
\> ss As a graduat^ughtalcnt to fill thegaps. -Veteran starters Lai ly I iewitt.
of Sss Word and Bill Kiem head the mound corps while the olat the University
, ided by all-PCAA selections Dave
••iters Workshop sne ®M\e
|
punch Wll

be provl

el r
. .
with poetIS M a r v i n Bs r and Ron Zakour "
Eng''
TENNIS has an optimistic look at POP this yeai wi
hard Hugo. An I
i,. ,< hcr at SacrafHeam headed bv returnees Pete Bohlinger. Steve Kesstei
i v College she alsfMark Weiser. Good support should come from Mike Lee
^ University of Ha^'jKronenberger and Sue Collier, who has moved up from

SS!K800d
Greg

Boyko is on the verge of

some hard work, " he said.
fenn
PPAA8
strong T

gers'

two-time

chamPions
Wl"

of

baU'e

dethe

aSa'nst

v8 Beach State a,K'

San Diego
n
San
State in the PCAA's
es

receive

points.

The

lhe most
ueoni in anCa
" P'ace
People
event
will have the
best chance to take the title
Collet feels the Tigers have
any outstanding swimers

UpS y!3r and is esPecially
Pleased with Kevin Drake,
holding the team together with
ms consistent victories. Drake
has broken school records in
the 500 and 1,000-yard free
style and the 200-yard in
dividual medley, which made
him one of the two Pacific
qualifiers in the NCAA Tournament.
DRAKE
IS
A
savy
swimmer for a freshman,"
Collet said. Sophomore Craig
Schwartz is the second qual
ifier, having the fastest league
time in the 200-yard back
stroke. Schwartz also gets
points in the 200-yard indi
vidual medley and butterfly.
"He has a chance to be the
national champion," Collet
exclaimed.
Captain senior Steve Le
wis
and sophomore Jeff
Passeggi swim the "ironman
set , 500 and 1,000-yard free
style and the 200-yard butterily. Two other point-earning
swimmers are Ken Edwards
and Gordy Smith.
" EVERYONE HAS todo the
job, not only in their best event, but also in their second,

third and fourth events," ex
plained assistant coach Tom
Kenney. With only 13 swim
mers,.points must be won by
more than one swimmer Irom
Pacific in order to have a good
chance to remain the PCAA
champions . he added.
The coaches, feeling that
the PCAA's more important
than the dual meets, have just
started "tapering" the team,
unlike most coaches who taper
for each dual meet. The nor
mal workouts for the team
begin at 6a.m. and run for an
hour and a half, then back at
3 p.m. for two more hours.They swim and average of
13.000 yards a day, about seven
miles. But now that they are ta
pering they have dropped 1,000
yards a day.
COLLET HAS enjoyed
coaching so far, "but success is
not judged till the season is
over
Pacific has swam against some very strong
teams-UCLA, Stanford, Cal.
and USC-all ranked in the top
10, , USC is rated top in the
nation.
Collet expects a
tremendous PCAA meet.
"It's new for the coach, but
not for the team. The PCAA is a
very spirited meet," he said
The UOP Tigers have al
ways had a great number of
supporters attend the PCAA.
The team is hoping for another
great turnout of fans for the
meet at Long Beach State. Col
let hopes to see five or six
swimmers qualify for the
NCAA meet and to rank as one
of the top 15 teams in the na
tion.

Caddas' new boys
By CHRIS MAYTNIER
The UOP football coach
ing staff went out onto the jun
ior college recruiting trails the
last couple of months in search
of size and depth to shore up
gaping holes in-both the offen
sive and defensive lines and at
the linebacking positions.
Twenty-three junior col
lege newcomers have enrolled
at UOP for the spring semes
ter and 17 of the new faces will
populate the all-important line
and linebacking positions.
Head
Coach
Chester
Caddas said he feels thesearch
was successful. "We felt we
had to completely rebuild the
defense," who has notched a
21-10-1 record during his three
years at the Tiger helm.
He was disappointed with
the defensive collapse last sea. son that led to a 6-5 record. "We
tried to bring in as many good
people as we could along the
defensive line and at line
backer so that we won't have
another year like last year
when we just got wiped out."
AN INCREDIBLE string
of injuries forced nine one-time
starters to the sidelines during
the 1974
season. The new
comers should insure the
Tigers against that kind of
calamity in 1975.
Of the 23 spring arrivals, 12
are penciled in for defensive
assignments: five at line-

backer, four in the defensive
line and three in the secon
dary. Eleven of the new
comers will play on offense:
three at center, three at tight
end, two at quarterback, one at
guard, one at tackle and one at
wide receiver.
*
"We also concentrated on
the center and tight end posi
tions,"
Caddas
added,
"because graduation losses
hurt us there. We also wanted
to get some back-up help at
quarterback."
The new linebacking
additions are all big and all of
them earned first-team allconference honors on their
junior college clubs last year.
Louie Tuitama, a 6-2, 225pounder from Ventura JC,
earned All-America recogni
tion last year. He is joined at
the linebacking spots by Steve
Heinrich, a 5-11, 200-pound
standout from Diablo Valley
JC: John Strait, a 6-0, 214pound star from Antelope
Valley JC; John Peacock, a 6-3,
215-pounder from De Anza JC
and Ken Warren, a 6-1, 205
pound standout from Orange
Coast College.
The defensive line, an area
of gfeat concern to the
coaches,
has
been
strengthened by the arrival ol
four,
big,
strong
new
comers—three
of
whom
earned all-league recognition
at their JC's.
see RECRUITS pg. eight
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two previous losses came at
the hands of the undefeated
Santa Clara Broncos in a
doubleheader last Saturday by
identical scores of 6-2.
The Tigers loaded the
bases in the ninth with one out
and a tie score of 2-2. However,
their hopes began to lade when
Greg Plant popped out. Jones
stepped into the box and. alter

0L

running the count to 0-2, rap
ped a solid drive into right-cen
ter, scoring Mike Cronin irom
third with the winning run.
Starter Bill Kiem pitched
six strong innings allowing solo
runs in the second and third.
Rick Aceves and John Frank
lin held the Warriors to only
one hit as the Tiger offense rullipd for single runs in the fifth,
sixth and ninth innings to pro
vide Franklin with his first vic
tory.
Both Jones. Pacific's lead
ing hitter at .428 and Cronin re
ceived two hits while the team
as a whole
stung Warrior
hurlers for nine hits and left 10
men stranded.
The Tigers are home this
weekend with a game today ugainst Sacramento State at 3
p.m. and a doubleheader against Humbolt State tomor
row at noon.

Golfers
Edged
The UOP golfers, in pre
paration for the Hayward State
Invitational Tournment, lost
close matches to Sac. State and
Chico.
The Tigers played well last
Friday during the whole
match, losing by only one point
to the strong Chico team. This
dropped Pacific's record to no
wins and two losses. The other
loss came on Feb. 20, in a close
battle with Sac State.
The Pacific golfers are one
of the six teams chosen to play
in the Hayward Invitational.
The teams UOP will be up against are Hayward, San Jose,
Davis, Cal. and Stanford. The
Tigers are hopeful that they
will play well in the 36-hole
competition.

UOP loses
two at home
By DAN LAMBERTSON

The Pacific Tigers are
going to have their first losing
basketball season in 12 years
as a result of back-to-back los
ses last weekend to Fresno
First baseman Mike Cronin makes a close play during a
State and Long Beach State.
game against Santa Clara. The Broncos won 6-2.
Despite the fact that both
games were played at home,
the Tigers trailed by as many
as 13 points on the way to an 8071 loss to Fresno Feb. 20, and
then dropped a 70-61 decision to
Long Beach, last Saturday
night.
The UOP men's tennis
The biggest problems the
team traveled to Hayward
Pacific quintet seemed to lace
Pacific's
junior
varsityState last Friday afternoon and
were the effective zone debasketball team neared its • tense used by both clubs and
were soundly trounced 8-1.
Both teams' performan goal as the winningest in Tiger the height advantages both
ces were hindered by very gus history as they notched wins
teams had on the Tigers.
ty winds which were evident No. 18 and No. 19 last week, aFAVORED
AGAINST
the entire afternoon. The only gainst four losses.
Fresno State, Pacific was outGeorge Fowler scored 22
winner for the Tigers was the
rebounded and out-shot. The
doubles team of Ron Kronen- points to lead the Bengals to a shocked Stockton fans, quiet
62-55 victory over Fresno
berger and Sue Collier.
er than usual, watched the
"Hayward State is a very i State's JV's Feb. 20.
home team hit on only 29 of
good team," said head coach
their 69 shots from the field (42
Maurie McCullen. "I wasn't
per cent), while the Fresno
Then, last Saturday. Fow
really disappointed by our per ler again scored 2'2 points and
team was playing like it was
formance, but I thought we Andrew McDuffie added 20
their gym, making 32 of 53 at
should have won a couple of more to help clobber Castle Air
tempted shots for a devasta
more matches."
ting 60 per cent average.
| Force Base, 87-67.
The Tigers took on Santa
On the positive side for the
If the JV's are successful
Clara Wednesday but results against San Jose State tomor
Tigers, Chad Meyers had one
were not available at press row night, they will surpass the
of his best games of the year,
time.
shooting 80 per cent from the
1971-72 freshman team as the
The team entertains Chico winningest in Pacific history.
floor to collect 18 points and
State tomorrow for a match That club compiled a 19-5 re
grabbing 10 rebounds. Gary
starting at 1 p.m. and is home cord.
Dean was the only other Tiger
to face the University of San
to score in double figures with
Francisco Tuesday at 2 p.m.
15 points.

Netters drop
8—1 decision

JV team
near record

A1 Westover impressed the
fans by scoring six points in the
six minutes he played after
Leonard Armato fouled out.
Westover made three ol his
four shots, all of them 15 to 20
footers, despite the fact he had
played most of the JV game
earlier that night.

Then Saturday night the
home club could only manage
to make 23 of its 63 shots (36 per
cent), while Long Beach shot
only 44 times, but made 26 of
them for a 59 per cent average.
Though the Tigers out-hustled
Long Beach, it was not enough
to make up for their poor shoot
ing.
TRAILING BY a narrow
margin most of the game, the
Tigers worked their way to a
55-51 lead with seven minutqs
to go. Then they had a cold spell
and watched their lead tumble
to a loss as the visiting 49'ers
scored 19 of the games last 25
points. Most of them were free
throws from fouls committed
by frantic Tiger defenders.
The two losses dropped
Pacific's record to 2-7 in lea
gue and 11-14 at home. The
Tigers have lost five games at
home this year. They have now
lost six of their last seven
games and eight of their last 10
in their end of the season skid.
Pacific will close its '74-'75
season tomorrow night at
home against San Jose State.

CLASSICAL RECORDS
BLUES RECORDS
JAZZ RECORDS
OVER 2000 RECORDS
AND RECORD SETS
DISCOUNTED TO 80%

uIm, underway with Glenn Albaugh's charges

Loonf

SfURf

LACROSSE is the newest sport on this campus. Agroup of
pits under the direction of Charlie Bales is earning mo
out for the
T their
equipment Anvone interested in trying

-V

1 lsencouraged

to call Bates at 462-9o02.
these
Lor those ol us who are not active participants, "
»•1 guess u s time to take off ourshirts. grabou. 1. isbets
^Hehoards and enjoy the sun_

SPORTS CALENDAR
1 Tennis-Chico Stale at UOP courts. 1 p.m.
Swimming—at San Jose State, 3. . P- •
Baseball—Humboll State at Billy
•
Basketball-San Jose at Civic Auditorurn,8 pjn.
c|i 4 Tennis-Univ. of San Francisco, at POl
^
Baseball—at U C Davis, 2 p.m.
ch

THE

A run-scoring single, with
the bases loaded, by Tom
Jones, provided the winning
margin last Tuesday as the
COP varsity baseball team
notched its first win of the sea
son, a 3-2 eome-from-behind
victory over Stanislaus State.
The win gave Pacific a
record of one win and two de
feats for the young season. The

VT
oughsthedu,eTheUOFSW,nge
i^^r

^^hate'ap^eamS Sl
"Jeapardy
g Moon."

win,

Late single lifts Tigers

n

:pFORP
VIVES

,(* juHm <* Itowm"**
Wc,„ .i -•.•ioP'C-UOES ''..jf

l

Golf-Chico
Ch6"8

lrth 7

T" Off Tournament a t Chico, all day

Swimming—PCAA a t Long Beach, all day

Tennis—Stanislaus State at 1 urlock, 2 p.m

Baseball^^Vlary^^^^^l^^igi
NEW PORTABLE ^f^kcWNES
NEW ELECTRIC

no

Per

taJi*''
ed monaghan-s

Itockton

S& --s?-

-'qirn^cTs - No
» Downtown—24? E. Miner

107 W. Fine St.

RECRDS FROM 51.88
SETS FROM 3.98

-SPECIAL"
Valid Only During the Following Hours:
SUN. — TMURS. 9 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
FRI i SAT. 10 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT

FREE
With This Ad

Hot Fudge
Sundae

FEB.28-MAR.13

with the purchase of one
at regular price.

DREYEHS
ICE CREAM PARLOUR
RESTAURANT
WEBERSTOWN
MALL

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY
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Elections
from pg. one

your Academic Affairs Direc
tor this past year, I have
worked for your input with sur
veys, research and consulta
tion. Every person should feel
free to walk into ASUOP for
help, to work or just to find out
what is happening. Further,
every officer should walk out
the door to continually meet
with students on this campus.
No government can act in iso
lation. As president I will prac
tice an open-door policy for an
OPEN UNIVERSITY.
ASUOP provides a multi
tude of services for all different
groups on campus. It can
accomplish what we want it to.
As president, I will be continu
ally seeking direction from the
student body. Polling, survey
ing and referendum are the
means along with meetings
and conversation. AS
AN
INDEPENDENT
CANDI
DATE. I am tied to every stu
dent and every student group. I
have the knowledge to repre
sent, the drive to change
ASUOP and the will to work
with you for the kind of govern
ment you want. Put a worker
to work.
Karen Akerson

GARY JANZEN

problems that
can be en
countered.
The realization of this goal
begins with the hiring of a
highly competent and moti
vated staff. It is important that
the staff be able to work well
with one another, and listen
and respond positively to those
seeking their assistance with
out a typical runaround.
If the students are wellreceived, then their ideas will
be instituted into the pro
grams and ASUOP will be a
government of the students,
not of the officers.
I have found the two most
commonly voiced concerns to
be tuition hikes and entertain
ment. As for tuition hikes, I am
STUART GREEN
proposing that ASUOP initiate
a study immediately to
Candidate for president
attempt to avoid further hikes
My approach to this office by seeking inequities in the
is one of instituting a basic budget.
philosophy of increased recepIn the past ASUOP enter
tiveness to the student body. tainment has been based upon
This receptiveness would be dances. Although I feel this
realized through greater stu should continue, I feel the
dent participation as a result
social program should branch
of a new, genuine concern out into other areas including
being shown for constructive jazz, for example, as a per
criticism and the variety of formance rather than a dance.

UOP IS
FORTHE BIRDS

RICHARD MORITA
I intend to initiate a lobby
ing effort through our student
lobby organization to legalize
alcohol for those 18. I feel if
this was legalized, Stockton
might just become a city bet
ter oriented toward thecollege
student even for those who
would choose not to drink.
The cluster colleges have
come under fire as costly seg
ments of this university, yet I
feel they must survive as they
are unique in the field of edu
cation and provide UOP with a
tremendous variety of people
in attendance.
As an ASUOP senator. I led
the first senate retreat work
shop, I attended a conference
on college unions and I have
written a report discussing stu
dent advances in university
policymaking. I have worked
for extending library hours
during finals, I am pushing for
women's
athletic scholar
ships for next fall and I am pre
sently initiating an ASUOP oncampus job referral service.
Stuart Green
GARY JANZEN
Candidate for vice president
As I approach this elec
tion two general areas of analysis surface as crucial is
sues: (1) the coordination of
ASUOP resources, and (2) the
structure of ASUOP. It is im
portant to note that the Assoc
iated Students of the Universi
ty must not be reluctant to re-e-

view their respective office
structures and the functions of
those groups funded by ASUOP
in order to best justify the
expenditures of the students.
ASUOP is bound by the
students to do what is best for
the students. In order to ac
complish this goal, a check and
balance system must exist
within the policy making struc
ture. An imbalance in the pow
er structure creates a situa
tion where mere politics gov
ern the policy outcome. The
executive
and
legislative
branches of ASUOP must take
JOHN SALTNES
a nonpartisan look at their re
sponsibility. Student govern
valuate itself, emphasizing
ment should never be too se
the synthesis of new directions cure on its position, for review
and innovative policies.
and planning are imperative to
The
coordination
of a responsive system, not a sys
ASUOP resources is critical to
tem dedicated to its self-pre
effective organization and con
servation.
structive policy making. Al
though ASUOP provides a Thanks for listening,
number of services to the stud Gary Janzen
ents, its service orientation
lacks the coordination of act
RICHARD MORITA
ivities. Social programs and
Candidate for vice president
academic programs lack the
attention needed to coordinate
My name is Richard Mora university program. With the
advent of a University Center, ita. I graduated from UC
many oportunities exist for a Berkeley with a B.A. in Zoolo
gy and am presently in the first
diverse activities program,
one which is dependent upon year of the Doctor of Phar
macy program at the UOP
student input.
School of Pharmacy.
1 am the president of the
Additionally,
coordina
tion is needed in the realm of Asian Alliance here on cam
policy making, namely the pus and have also served in
senate. A structure exists for organization and completion
change, yet students are gen of community service projects
erally unaware of how to take in the Bay Area.
Although my experience in
advantage of this structure.
Unless the student knows what official school politics is
the senate can do for him or his limited, perhaps this a
organization, the policy out characteristic which can serve
come is one which is merely as especially beneficial. A posi
representative of its members tive fact is that 1 will not be a
representative of the student
or its chairman.
government "regulars" who
Most important to the co- tend to all come out ol the same
'ordination of ASUOP resour mold with only small cosmetic
ces is the willingness on the changes.
part of ASUOP to reallocate its
What is needed is a true
resources and maintain ac
change of personnel in our stu
countability. Such a willing
dent hierarchy. It is time to
ness to re-evaluate entails a
realize that the students them
cost-benefit awareness. The
executive
and
legislative selves should reap the great
branches of ASUOP must re- est benefits from their ASUOP
lees. Additional student jobs

* * • • • * • • * * * • * * * * * • * * * * • • • * * #

Fly With us foi
a song to'eleven cities.
Want tocatch a PSAG rin ni ngbird? That's easy. Just catch
up with your campus rep

FSAghmsyeuaHft.

no minimum order

* Copy Center off Stockton
: 42 W. HARDING

ASUOP.
Richard Morita
JOHN SALTNES
Candidate for vice president
ASUOP represents the
associated students here at
UOP.
An association of this type
depends on an integration on
all levels of student govern
ment. The Student Senate and
the various representative
councils of the constituent
schools serve as the primary
vehicles for student opinion.
The role of ASUOP Vice
President is essential to the
flow of communications be
tween the students,
their
senate and their representa
tive councils. I believe that a
representative of each school's
student council should be pre
sent at senate meetings to in
form the student senators of
the school's activities and to
coordinate the activities of
each school with those univer
sity-wide. As chairman of the
senate I would work towards
bringing the variety of stu
dents here at UOP into a true
association.
The role of vice president
also calls for coordinating the
standing committees of the
senate with the elected offi
cials of ASUOP into the nu
cleus for student involvement,
Communica
particularly:
tions, Finance, Student Ser
vices, Program and Academic

BRING IN THIS AD for a
Large charbroiled cheeseburger,
fries, and a 16 Oz. soft drink
$1.35 value for 99'r
good all week

copies |

The unofficial
state bird, PSA, has
more flights connecting
northern and southern Cali
fornia than any other airline.

allocation of your funds as welt
as-new. important student setvices such as functional eareelplanning. a learning center and
ample amounts of tutoring loi
those who need it. Social 1 unc
tions should be planned so that
thev will get a response Irom
all sections of the student
population.
The function of the ASl Ol
student government is to help
the students succeed in getting
the most front their educa
tion. both academically and
socially, and to help provide
the means to these ends. 1
think 1 can help in achieving
this goal as vice president of

BIG SYD'S

XEROX

443*61(7

lion »•'

vvviuuiaiur s roi
ASUOP Vice President Thi °'
a challenge to me person^
and I hope that the stl3
body will elect me their v"1
president.
Regardless of whom
support in the elections pi"11
vote March 4 and 5. This isl^
challenge to the studenls 1
01
UOP.
John N. Saltnes

should be provided with proper

4227 Pacific Ave.

p

BERNI MARVEL
Candidate for COPA cha

'rma!|

BERNI MARVEL
Affairs Committees.
We, as students at Utir.
should also work closely wRh
university administrate!rs in
several areas. We should work
to bring educational costs
down by orienting the auxili
ary services of the university
to a non-profit criterion. Many
students work part-time to help
meet rising costs of living and
education. As student body
vice president I would work loi

establishing more campus jobs
for students in areas such as
food services, maintenance,
and all university administra
tive offices.
The ASUOP vice-presi
dential role also includes
working closely with the presi
dent, serving on universitycommittees and assisting the
president in the organization ol
the directors or the social
program, the Otfice of
Information, the Forum. Fair
Housing. Academic Affairs as
well as the Student Court. 1 he
vice president is integral to the
coordination
among
the
officers, staff and senate of
ASUOP.
To perform the function of
student body vice president,
candidates must meet the
qualifications that the office
demands. In my three and a
half semesters at UOP I have
functioned in many ways serv
ing
the university that in
cludes work at KUOP-FM as
music coordinator for the con
temporary music staff. Most
recently I have served as direc
tor of ASUOP Records and as a
member of the University Cen
ter Board of Directors. These
jobs have taught me many of

Bourbon
Street
MIXES
KEG BEER
WINES
LIQUORS

ICE
3286 WEST LANE
464-3886

Dear Fellow Students:
Allow me to introduce m
self to you by means of a letj'
My name is Berni Marvel i
am a sophomore enrolled in th
e

College of the Pacific as a pre
law and Business Admini
stration major. Currently i
am running for the office 0f
COPA Chairman.
In the past, I have served
as Director of the Board of Fjn.
ance and Co-Chairman [or
COPA. Additionally, [ a
currently serving as a repre.
sentative for the Multi-Disdiplinary Committee and the
Committee on Courses and
Standards.
Recently, 0ur
chairman of COPA resigned
from his position. Since I vas
Co-Chairman at the time, I win
be acting as Chairman until the
election.
The COPA programs
which. I see as particularly
meaningful include: the facul
ty-course
evaluation, the
career-life planning program,
and the student-to-student advising program. For the
future, programs I would like
to see developed by COPA in
clude a student recruiting pro.
gram and an expansion of aca
demic services such as an
evaluation of academic faculty
advisors.
I'd like to encourage
everyone to vote during the
elections!
Berni Marvel

Committees
from pg. two
much more can be done.
"No group can work isola
ted from the other. The facul
ty and administration need the
student input.
"The distinct advantaged
being in the student position
on a committee." she ex
plained. "is its objective View
point. One faculty member
will hesitate to question ano
ther professor, whereas stud
ents can hold their own and ask
that innocent question, often
with the amazing result ottotal group understanding."
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This is the first of a series
of articles presented by the
ASUOP Travel Service to aid
you in choosing and enjoying
your summer travel plans.We
will include tips on flight reser
vations,
passport appli
cations, customs regulations,
travel to various countries,
what to see when you get there,
etc.
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Cluster colleges experience
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COED AND HER PET POOCH
htudents advised to use leash or else

f/icCaffrey warns owners
lo have
dogs on leashes
If campus security has
(enhoundingyou to keep your
- oft campus, you should
heed. According to UOP
president Stanley
McCafiitysa February newsletter,
jjjson campus have become
,i»ugho( u Prob,em 'hat leash
Ws must be enforced.
Although he regrets doing

On the other hand, campus
security is obligated to meet
daily complaints concerning
dogs in classrooms, drinking
rom water iountains and bark
ing in residence halls.

Coats, stolen at dance
Several coats were re
ported stolen at an ASUOP
dance F eb. 14. Lee Rosenberg,
ASUOP social director said
that he was disappointed and
will take measures to prevent
it from happening again.

McCaffrey advised "that
mS be on leashes, that they
-ot be kept in residence halls
,id that they not be allowed to
0 loose and unattended on
iimpus."
While UOP is in the pro
gress of adopting the city's leash
j«s. the present campus law
slates that dogs be within voice
jcontrol. In other words, if your
log is obedient enough to come
then called, it is not risking a
rip to the City Pound.

Under the city law, howtver. dog owners will be re
tired to pay a $40 fine at the
pound if their dogs are picked
up unleashed on campus.
According
to
campus
security chief. Les Smith, the
administration's concern is not
inly for persons on campus
tolhered by dogs, but for the
Jogs themselves. When pets
are left unattended, they are
inot properly cared for and are
even bccasonally hit by cars.

Chief Smith encouraged
dog owners to help out by leav'"g their dogs at home and
showing some
'common
decency and respect for other
students."

Rosenberg said that he did
not leel that UOP students
were responsible lor the thefts.
Perhaps it could "have been
local high school students, he
said.
He added that many of
these people get into dances by
askingASUOP card holders to

With some 4,000 or so stu
dents on campus, some of you
must have been traveling at
one time or another,
and
probably have some good
advice for someone interested
in the same place. We invite
you to share that experience
with your fellow students. You
can read a thousand travel
books and it still won't equal an
ounce of friendly
advice.
Please leave your articles or
questions in the ASUOP office
in the travel service mailbox.
Our first trip begins right
here on campus. Touch down
on the runway between the
Garden of Eatin' (grocery
store) and the Mall; disem
bark from your cloud and step
inside the ASUOP office.
(Please leave your baggage at
home!) The travel desk is right
inside the-door. Did you even
know that a travel service
existed? Well, now you do! Let
me explain our operation.

let them in as friends.
Les Smith, Pacific'ssecurity chief, said that there are
four uniformed officers at
every dance for crowd control
and emergencies. Along with
the uniformed officers, there
are lour or five monitors to
Most of our operations are
keep an eye on things inside on done through Student Services
the dance floor.
Rosenberg said that at the
next ASUOP-sponsored dance,
dance,
featuring
Butch
Whacks, a coat and shoe check
system will be tried out.
The dance will be held in
•
the UOP gym.

West, a non-profit travel com
pany owned and operated by
and for students, and dedi
cated to good experiences,
cheap prices and the inter
national way. This is what they
offer: worldwide student dis
count and charter flights;
International student ID
cards; Eurail, Studentrail and
Britrail passes; complete tour
information; overseas jobplacement travel insurance;
intra-European flights; over
seas car/motorcycle rent,
lease, and purchase plans;
Youth Hostel cards and publi
cations; student ships, trains,
buses, resorts and hotels; and
student travel publications.
In addition to our Student
Services West services, we will
look into any aspect of travel
ing in which there is sufficient
interest. Just let us know.
The present is not too early
to start making your plans for
this summer. Our charter
flight schedules have arrived,
and we have a good selection of
destinations and times to
choose from. Most of these re
quire that you book your flight
no later than 65 days in ad
vance, so please hurry. Our of
fice hours are 8-10 a.m. Mon
day through Friday and 12-2
p.m. Monday through Thurs
day.

By NORM CONE
Drops in enrollment at
UOP's cluster colleges have
heightened their financial
woes this year.
Elbert Covell College has
had its share of financial head
aches. Trying to recruit stu
dents from countries where
the only American univer
sities known are Stanford, Har
vard, Yale and the Colorado
School of Mines has always
been a problem. When Chile's
military junta siezed power,
Covell had even more pro
blems on their heads.
"Chile had more students
here than any other Latin
country, now they have the
fewest," said ECC Dean of Stu
dents Clark Shimeall. Both
Shimeall and Covell Provost
Gaylon Caldwell cited a
number of recruiting diffi
culties in Latin America, but
added that the new influx of
Venezuelan students will be a
boost to Covell's sagging en
rollment.

pus they are far below the 250
Winterberg estimates the
school can handle.
Steps are being taken to re
lieve the situation.

RAYMOND
COLLEGE
has been the most successful
of the three clusters according
to administrators.

Covell has lowered its
faculty to 17 and has started us
ing administrators to teach.
Caldwell
asserted
that
Covell's prestige is growing
greatly. A Latin American
magazine may do a feature
story on the college, he said.

"Raymond is completely
self-sufficient," said UOP Aca
demic Vice President Clifford
Hand.
"I believe Raymond has
been in the black for three or
four years," commented Cald
well but Financial Vice Presi
dent Robert Winterberg
doesn't agree. "Raymond has
come the closest to making it
on their own," Winterberg
insisted. Enrollment is down,
however, from 240 this fall to
205 this semester.

What has been the cost?
Winterberg explained that at
least $1 million has been put to
wards Covell since it was
formed.
The university is sure the
bluster concept will not be ab
andoned. Caldwell remem
bered that a group of evaluators proclaimed the three
clusters as "jewels in UOP's
crown."

CALLISON
COLLEGE,
too, is finding it hard to draw
students these days. With 110
students on the Stockton cam

But as Hand stated, the
program must be evaluated,
because "nobody wants to lose
those jewels."

FOREIGN CAR PART!

710(0 aou/ob/c Jo students
ootth H1/5 can/ ad

Stay tuned next week for
"What You Should Know About
Charter Flights." We look for
ward to seeing you.
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"We've had no problems
drawing North American stu
dents," remarked Caldwell,
"but we do not want to have an
unequal balance of North and
Latin Americans."
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Senate
from pg. one
Rosenberg's
performance,
Ginesi commented that "he
has done a simply adequate
job the last year as social direc
tor."
However, when COP
Senator Chuck Orrison asked
Ginesi why he appointed
Rosenberg, his presidential
opponent last spring, Ginesi
responded that, at the time, he
"felt there would be problems,
but that they would not be in
surmountable. I thought Lee
was good for the job."
Since then, there have
been nothing but "hard feel
ings between Lee and my
self," according to Ginesi. "He
wasn't able to overcome the
problems he had."
Rosenberg defended his
position and his record, "f was
upset losing the election last
spring, but I came in wanting
to work for the students of
ASUOP."
"I've worked in the gro
cery store, in the record store I've taken a more active role in
ASUOP than Larry. Larry and
I both offered ideas and got
along well, but it was obvious
that Larry was not taking con
trol. I made suggestions to
Ginesi to take a more outfront
role."
"It's hard to come up to
somebody who you ran against
and tell him he's doing a bad
job. There was some con
structive criticism on my part
to Larry since, when I ran, I
had definite ideas" for the
presidency.
Ginesi felt if Rosenberg
was reinstated by the senate,
that his "work will definitely
suffer the next three weeks.
One person's opposition in that
office, as tightly as it works,
will definitely cause
pro
blems."
Constituent Senator Gary
Janzen elaborated on Ginesi's
reasons, stating that coopera

tion is necessary and if "Leeis
reinstated, you are denying
Larry the right to do a good job
in his last three weeks."
He added that "Larry's job
as president is not the issue
here."
While discussing the
motion, Elbert Covell Senator
Arnoldo Torres attempted to
amend it with the stipulation
that "Lee's time in office be
entirely apolitical."
Yant stated that"you can't
shut up a person's speech, no
matter what the position. It's
fascist."
"How is he to do his job if
you put some nebulous criter
ia on him. It's unconstitu
tional," said
Constituent
Senator Mark Bouret.
The Torres amendment
failed on a vote 4-17-2, with
Torres, Janzen, Raymond
Senator Beth Jersey and
Constituent
Senator
Scott
Joslyn voting for the stipula
tion.
In the final vote to re
instate Rosenberg will full
powers, only Janzen voted
against him.
His reason for doing so was
not a reflection of his feelings
toward Rosenberg's perfor
mance nor Ginesi's action but
rather in reaction to how the
senate "railroaded the whole
mess," by not allowing enough
time to discuss the issue.
After the vote, Ginesi left
without saying a word. Out
side, he made the statement
"F- them all" and refused
further comment.
After Ginesi's departure,
several senators expressed
their views. Torres stated that
"we've done justice to the stu
dents of UOP."
He responded to Yant's
comments on his amendment
by stating "I'm the last to be
fascist. I'm not white."
Janzen was "very, very
upset with the senate. There
were only two opportunities to
discuss the (Torres) amend
ment. It's a political question
which has hot been given a
chance to be heard."
Yant commented that "the
only way we failed was by not

calling for the resignation of
Larry Ginesi several months
ago."

from pg. one

members or administrators in
ous penalties such as expul
volved, they asked to appeal
sion. It is one thing to play
the case to a higher authority
judge in a dorm court and quite
Later in the meeting,
than the students.
another to recommend some
Mitchell asked for an informal
The JUJ has not rendered
one's excommunication with
show of hands of those sena
a decision as yet on whether or
the university, observers say.
tors who would vote to remove
not it will hear the case. When
As a result, many faculty
Ginesi, and five people res
it does, that decision will be an
members simply ignore the
ponded.
existence of a student court, important one, as it may well
Also during the course of and handle alleged infractions set the precedent as to whether
the meeting, a constitutional themselves. This situation lea
the ASUOP Supreme Court is
by-law was passed concerning to the creation of the JUJ.
again merely a stepping stone
the location for each senate
to
administration-faculty
TheJUJ was established in
meeting. From now on, senate
late 1973 when a need was handling of a problem the
meetings must be held in a dif
found to control appeals from administration has told the stu
ferent location each session in
dents is theirs.
the ASUOP Supreme Court to
an effort to get different sec
the administration. Before the
tions of the campus involved in
This raises the question of
JUJ, few limits on the appeal
student government.
whether students should be
process created a situation
handling their own affairs in
where almost all cases were
Yant asked for a realloca
cases where expulsion may
appealed
to
the admini
tion of $130 so that two more
occur. One solution is offered
stration
(mostly
by
irate
pro
representatives could be sent
by DeanJudith Chambers, who
down to the National Students fessors) , essentially defeating
feels that "...we should eli
Association regional confer the purpose of the ASUOP
minate a total student court
ence in Los Angeles this week court.
and go directly to the JUJ."
end. A proposed by-law to alter
Though it has existed for
This
would
eliminate
the salary of the ASUOP over a year, the JUJ has yet to
students' sitting in judgment
Forum director did not pass.
on their fellow students. Yet.
be utilized. The reason it hasn't
At the end of the meeting.
students would still retain
Yant commented favorably on been used is that few cases are
representation in the judging
Rogo's performance as "a vice brought to the ASUOP Su
body.
president,
a grocery store preme Court anymore, for rea
Eliminating the all-stu
sons already mentioned.
manager and a president,"
dent court would also allow for
which received a round of ap
Recently, however, the better organization, Cham
plause from the senators.
JUJ has begun to organize bers believes, as admini
itself.
strators have permanent of
fices where records can be kept
THE JUJ CONSISTS of six
accurately, a must in any sys
members: two students. Steve
tem of justice. ASUOP, with a
McCartt and Joel Hinman: two
new staff each year, has an
administrators. Otis Shao and
from pg. one
acknowledged difficulty main
said. "1 like the teachers and Robert Heybourne: and two taining accurate, complete re
faculty
members,
Gary
counselors and I'm learning. I
cords.
like living in Jessie Ballan- Howells and Vicki Arnolt. The
group met on Feb. 19 and
tyne because it's private."
selected Dr. Shao as its chair
Also, use of the JUJ could
end theboycottby professors of
"BUT A COUPLE of weeks man.
The purpose for this sud
the system of justice at Paci
ago. someone stole all ol my
den move toward organization
fic.
This, it would appear,
clothes from my room. Some
is that the JUJ has been asked
girls in the dorm said, it had to
would be beneficial to stud
to consider its first case, in ents, since they would enter
be a HEP student.'
volving alleged cheating.
"It burns me that HEP stu
hearings as innocent parties

HEP

dents are placed one on top ol
the other in dorms. Like #124.
#224 and #324 are HEP stu
dents' rooms. So. people know
right away where the HEP stu
dents are.
"We slick together in the
dining halls maybe because we
don't like the vibrations we gel
from other people." Medrano
said.

This case is the latest in a
long line of cases which were
taken to the ASUOP Supreme
Court, 'and when the court did
not dispose of the ease to the
satisfaction of the faculty

until proven guilty. Whereas
when a professor handles a
problem himself, the student
may find himself presumed
guilty until he proves his inno
cence.

ALPINE PRODUCTS
equipment specialists

the

Why take a chance with your money?
Buy from a manufacturer and get guarenteed quality and better prices.

SPAGHETTI
-fW\ SpmCExcMon)

(2.m Sunday)
NEW VbRK.

BEEFITAUANO^

WOOLRICH POLAR GUARD PARKA

ALL CROSS COUNTRY SKIS

REG. $36.50

40% OFF

Sale $24.95

BEEF RiBS ?>•
and oftbr dinner
Thurs/fn /Sat

•from &pm

ALL LOWA BOOTS

ALPINE PRODUCTS DOWN PARKA
(slight irregularities)
REG. $52.00

25% OFF

SALE $34.95

TEPEHE8 HARPS.

JOHW mecoRrmcic.
piejefn's smgn'

CYCLE SPORT DAY PACK

FIBERFILL II SLEEPING BAG
(many irregulars and seconds at drastic discounts!)

REG. $6.00
SALE $2.99

CARLOS BROUlW

poor in'

REG. $45.00

8900 THORNTON ROAD
STOCKTON • 477-9239

SALE $34.95

WE CAN HELP GET YOU THERE
mn

Summer jobs for '75, no exper
ience necessary. Apply for
jobs at State and Federal
Parks, Guest Ranches, Tour
ist resorts, private camps.
Learn How, When, and Where
to apply. Receive over 200 Ca
lifornia names and addresses.
Send $3 to J.O.B., P.O. BOX
708, Monterey, CA., 93940
TF's, GRADS, PROFS, earn
$2,000 or more & free 5-8 weeks
in EUROPE, AFRICA, ASIA.
Nationwide
educational or
ganization needs qualified
leaders for H.S. and college
groups. Send name, address,
phone, school, resume, leader
ship exp. to: Center for For
eign Study, P.O. Box 606, Ann
Arbor, Mich., 48107
WANT TO STOP NA1LBITING? Volunteers needed lor
research program. No fee;
minimal amount of time in
volved. For information, con
tact P. Williamson or S. Thom
as by calling 946-2132 or leave
your name and # in the grad
students mailbox at the Psych,
office—Quonset 1 Rm. 6
FOR SALE OR RENT
Stereo Components: will sell to
best
offer
Microtower I
speakers, Sansui A5-500
quadraphonic converter , AS01 quad, full-logic Matrix
decoder. Call Ed, 462-9336

PACIFICAN CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR RENT: spacious furn
ished rm. with private en
trance, bath, near UOP, in
cludes heat, wkly linen. $75
mo. ph. 463-7954

FOR SALE: SR10 calculatormint condition. New $130, sac
rifice at only $55. Contact Jim'
at 462-9502 evenings.

SACRIFICE! 3 mo. old Bauer
C4, Super mm movie camera.
1:4 auto, zoom ratio single, 8,36
Irames/sec. Auto & manual
exposure control.
Contact
Sherry at Farley House Rm,
311, 462-9146
Wanted. Someone to sublet
townhouse apt. off Kentfield
Rd., May 1—Aug. 31. 2 bd.
rooms, land a half baths. Rent
$175/month. Allow pets. Call
Susan 478-3043 or Cheryl 9510867
SERVICES OFFERED
NEED MAGIC FINGERS?
We ve got 20 to do your typing
for you. Call Patty or Livvy at
478-2400 after 4 p.m.

EXPERT TYPING: Disserta
tions, theses, term papers,
etc., done professionally by
Genevieve Macias.
Hours:
6pm.-10pm. Call 478-0354

PERSONALS
Happy Birthday Joan from
Taco, Kelly, Beth and Alan.
W.D.W.D.I.I.T.R.

TYPING. Typist w/IBM Se
lective carbon ribbon typewri
ter wants to work on manu
scripts, dissertations and the
ses. Relerences. Call 478-4197.

Do you have a problem,. We
will sit down and talk it over.
Consult Barth Alcoholic
Counseling, Rm. 69
Grace
Covell Hall, (free drinks
included)

AUTO REPAIR. Proiessinal
experience on foreign and do
mestic autos. Large and small
jobs. Low prices. Call Don
Hardin at 464-7210
Student tours— Summer 1975:
Europe, Israel, Orient, S.
America, S. Pacific, charter
flights . .Call Cheri at 4776008

Any student wishing to join
Dean Judith Chambers and
Mark Rogo for lunch contact
Mark Rogo at the ASUOP
office at any time for an
appointment.
PERSONALS
SEND ME A LETTER. Con
vict, blonde hair, blue eyes, 5'
10," 155 lbs. would like to write
to any chick who might be sen
sitive to a con doing time. Any
race is cool. Write Doug La
nier 11678, Box 1000, Steilacoom. Wash., 98388
PERSONS INTERESTED IN
FORMING A STAR TREK
CLUB, come over to Grace Co
vell Monday at 6pm. We will be
in the T.V. room watching the
show.

Room-mate
desperately
needed . . . 5'4
beautiful,
understanding,
and
very
accessable No sex preference,
(beastiality is alright too)
Contact Terry, 462-1574, Rm.
121 Grace
Covell Hall
(personal
interview
suggested)
YOU CAN SCORE FOR SURE
in the PACIFICAN CLASSI
FIEDS. Somewhere, there is
the person of your fantasies,
that back issue of PLAYBOY,'
your lost illegitimate child, the)
answers to the accounting fi
nal, or your dirty gym shorts
from high school. Why wait a
minute longer? Call 946-2114
a md get some action, quick.
Will the gentleman who lent me
$1 in UOP bookstore at the be
ginning of school please con
tact Dave at 477-9177.
TENDER YOUNG GIRL
WANTED to help me practice
birth control methods lor the
endurance of the spring se
mester. Evenings only. Con
tact Wild Willie, 411 Farley
House

St

noon

DON QUIXOTE, the Spanish-movie
Albright Auditorium Mar<t 7
subtitles, is sponsored by the uu

anish

lounge.

.

Students interested in
should contact Yehuda Handelsman at
No experience is necessary.

Israeli Dance Troupe
478-6583 in the evenings,

a crafts class
first ol UirM

-THE WORLD OF

offered through the UniVerSi;thSterWcraftOSroorn• Chen ^
meetings March 6 at 7 p.m. ^^^th "various embroidery
seeff, the instructor,
^ion^will deal with d*
stitches the first evening, while ^^^^X^'orkship will be
sign, patches and projects. Tuition is.
limited to eight people. Contact the
more information. Phone: 946-2171.

FRATERNITY SPRING

C

O

The
secondary,
whid.
suffered the loss of three s
Un.
ers, will be bolstered by tll
addition of three all-eonfj
ence defensive backs.

Club, free of charge,

important meeting March 6 at 7.3U p.

"FUS

week. Sign-ups. will take place from 10-3 at G

contact Rusty
University Center. For mor« '"for™at'°"'02
Kakuewa at 462-9405 or Charlie Bates at 462-9502.

Eric Ozimy, a 5-8,
pounder from El Camino jr
was a two-time All-M^
selection. He's joined >n the
secondary by Gary Staunch
6-0, 180-pounder lrom RjVet"
side City College and DiC|
Jones , a 5-11,180-pound stand,
out from Chabot JC.

Vol-

75, No-

The bulk of the o(fensiVe
newcomers are ticketed forthe
all-important. line. Three
centers—Steve Englehardt a
6-3, 240-pounder from Southwestern JC; Brad Hawn, a 6-2
220-pounder from Modesto jr
and Dave Lawson, a 6-2,240.
pound
star
from Sierra
JC—are on the list.

THE TIGHT end Position.
gouged by graduation losses''
should
H,.')
should be
be shored
shored UD
up with
with th
e
arrival of Mike Meyer, a 64
open to the public.
248-pounder from Stocktons
By JIM SLACK
San Joaquin Delta College
"the
Akerson became
Mike Smith, a 6-2, 220-pounder
UOP PARACHUTING CLUB is sponsoring a class on
first jump March 2, 9 and 15, with the jump taking place on from San Diego City College SOP presidentelect
March 16 A U.S. Parachuting Association instructor will teach and Charlie Yauman, a6-3,210. . j h night after a stunning
majority victory
fundamentals .1 packing, canopy control, emergency pn>- pounder from Foothill Col- K ,
8
lege.
cedure and landing lolls. Cost is W5. Those
"" "
,
Guard Dan Collier, a 61
the Sports Pavillion Sunday at 10 a.m. For more miormation, con
|een.
245-pound standout at Delta
lu'r n.°*
tact Fred Miller at 463'9039.
sbe will begin
last year andJeff Schoettgen.a
"in less than two weeks
INTERNSHIPS with the State of California are available for 6-4, 237-pound star at Modesto '1' the vice-presidential
the summer and fall through the UOP Placement Center. Stu- JC, will help strengthen the u
pharmacy
-ami. nl
e
interior line.
dents interested in such positions should go to the Placement
hardMonta and John Sal
Two
quarterbacks-w,
office, or contact Dr, Jerry Briscoe at 946-2414 in Bannister Hall.
180-pound Bill Stryeula from K> each tallied around 420
that contest info a
Citrus College and 6-0, l» Dies to send
s
runolf e lection to hipound Jeoff Robinson Iron

RICHARD DUDMAN, this

j^TJthe UM Kappa
Fellow, will be speaking to potential tnit
^
„nl;c
Phi sorority Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the Gold Room. The event is

spn"g;„;

KUNI #»»' S"""'

Robinson

from pg. one
tiale programs that are in the
public interest and also help
smaller radio stations esta
blish themselves in their own
communities," Robinson com
mented.
HE HAS become familiar
with the CPB through his work
with NPR. Robinson said, "I
have workedclose with NPR to
procure funding for KUOP for
the last four years. I have
become familiar with their in
ner workings."
His
performance
as
KLOP's
station
manager
made him a top choice for the
coveted position of projects
manager.
A UOP graduate, Robinson
has been with KUOP for five
years. Aside from his contri
butions as chief engineer and

electronics sharpshooter, Rob
inson has successtully in
stalled a new broadcast booth
in Burns Tower and is pre
sently putting the final touches
on a production studio at
KUOP's headquarters.
He's been successful in
getting funding from various
sources in Stockton and has re
presented UOP at numerous
NPR conventions across the
country.
Robinson's successor as
manager is uncertain at the
moment, but will be decided in
the near future.

.111. uitip.m.

Los Angeles Valley JC—have jildtoday from 9
been added to assure depth
along with 6-3, 190-pound wide
receiver Ron Turner from
Diablo Valley JC.
"In all, this group is large
and mobile and they all seemto
have a great attitude andanintense desire to play well
commented Caddas. "We
faced with our largest rebuild-,
ing effort since I've beenhere.
These 23 players will help

Threats
from pg. one

against Rosenberg at lit
senate meeting, which he did
Rosenberg
denies the
allegation, stating that "G<
"UOP and KUOP have
misinterpreted me.I said
been good to me and I will cer
ous repercussions
in the
tainly miss them both. How
(ASUOP) office would result
ever, it is time for someone
depending on how he voted !
new to step up and take over."
never made a threat ag;
his campaign."
"I don't planto do anytW
at all as far as Gary's cai
dacy is concerned," he add!
UQUOK - WIN! - DBJCA7ESSCN
"It's wrong to use my
I
fluence to influence sti
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elections."
Keg Beer • Free Delivery
Janzen further stated
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after the vote in the sen:
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Rosenberg called him a "si
FUNCTIONS.
in the grass."

SepmAtfa Liquors
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465-8356

TYPING. Expert typist de
sires papers that need to be
typed. Call Carol, 478-9157 MTH
9—6,
Fri.
2—6.

Among them
Whitehead, a 6-3,
end from Chabot 2j'J>
Peralta, a 6-0,205-pound tart"
from Menlo JC, and Geo 6
Raya, a 6-4, """
240-pound ta^
from Diablo Valley Jc, Wjj|,e
joined by 6-6, 280-pound pr k
1,1
Noe from De Anza JC.

„ sub.mup.g ...lo. manon in
Tlit1 deadIiin* lor
,.,;llllMl.
on UM- Tuesday In-lorc pul.luai.o.

"Ethics is reverence for all life.'

171 W. ADAMS
HELP WANTED

miscellany

from pg- five

K AHKN

—Albert Schweitzer
A

|niton an

To the many ethical questions of life, you may not find all th*
answers, but you will find inspiration to seek the answers in >
liberal church, which stresses living this life nobly and effectively
and which says in its by—laws, "..dedicated to the principles of a
ree aith (it) shall; Affirm, defend and promote the supreme worth
of every personality, and the use of the democratic method in
human relationships."
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